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modified Wilson loop to probe B-A string tension. We show that in lattice compact QED, a modified Wilson loop measuring the free energy between static (B-A) static (A-B) branes is equivalent to the area of the overlap region, avoiding the
need to introduce a UV cut-off. The Wilson loop has the same form as the Wilson loop previously used to determine the string tension, but is modified through the replacement of the Wilson-line phase factor by a modified Bessel function.
The gluon propagator computed from the Wilson loop in lattice compact QED agrees with that of ordinary compact QED on the lattice at large k. At small k, this agrees with the propagator computed in the continuum and in perturbation
theory up to two loop.Q: one-to-one(1-1) relationship first.object.id is ignored in hibernate i have one-to-one(1-1) relationship and the 'first.object.id' is ignored, instead, on entity A, when finding entity B: @Column(name = "FK_A_B_ID",

unique = true, nullable = false, insertable = false, updatable = false) @JoinColumn(name = "ID_A_B", referencedColumnName = "ID") private Long id; // Other fields and getters and setters... public Long getId() { return this.id; } But in entity
B, when finding entity A: @OneToOne(cascade = CascadeType.ALL) @JoinColumn(name = "ID_B", referencedColumnName = "ID", foreignKey = @ForeignKey(name = "FK_B_A")) private A first; // Other fields and getters and setters... public

A getFirst() { return this.first; } I don't want to use any hidden primary key field on entity A, or accessor method on getters on B to implement the c6a93da74d
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